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ps:®speed-grinder 

features:
 � Touchscreen
 � automatic door opening and closing
 � 5 different grinding cycles 
programmable
 � automatic fine adjustment by laser
 � laser workpiece height control
 � rotating table
 � grinding area illuminated by lED light
 � grinding area made of stainless steel
 �double coolant filtration
 � coolant spraying gun
 � easy handling 

 � high speed grinding
 � fastest machine on the market
 � Industrie 4.0 inside 

field of application:
 � The ps:®speed-grinder was 
specifically designed to sharpen tools 
(punches and dies) used in all common 
punching machines. The height of the 
workpiece is measured by a laser. 
 
 
 

characteristic:
 � The angle of the rotary table is capable 
of infinite adjustability from 0 – 5 
degrees, thus it is easily to obtain the 
different grind angles of the work piece. 
clamping units for different tooling 
systems are available.

Technical Data
 �motor 3,3 kW
 �Spindle speed 2850 min-1

 �Power connection 4 kW
 �grinding wheel

cBN Ø 200 mm
 �Rotary table

Diameter
Speed

Inclination

Ø 280 mm
30 min-1

0 - 5°

 �grinding height 
(beginning from table)

250 mm

 � fine adjustment
Range

min. step
250 mm
5 µm

 �Weight 430 kg
 �Required space 600 x 600 mm
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As you certainly know from your experience, when you need a tool for that last minute punching job, you find your tool is dull. 
When there’s no time waiting for a new tool, you will need to sharpen the one you have just to complete your production job.

Therefore we developed the fastest and most effective grinding machine designed especially for punches and dies for you in order 
to avoid such long lead-times.

POWER:
The motor of our „ps:®speed-grinder“ works with 3,3 kW which is the most powerful grinding machine 

FIELD OF APPLICATION:
The ps:®speed-grinder was specifically designed to sharpen tools (punches and dies) used in all common punching machines. 
The height of the workpiece is measured by a laser or alternatively through a mechanical device.

FINANCING:
We assist you in financing your new grinding machine ps:®speed-grinder.
We can arrange a leasing offer for you together with our financial partner unicredit Bank.

 �quick-release system for exact and 
time-saving clamping of punches 

 � accurate adjustment of angles by using 
a magnetic pocket level 

 �process safety by grinding the   
whisper punches  

 � easy adjustment of angle for whisper 
punches by excentric wheel 

 � accurate regrinding of the whisper 
shear over the corner by using an 
adjustment ring and alignment keys in 
the top of the sinus copensator

ps:®speed-grinder 

ps:®quick-adjust-vise
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